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We find a strong link between Congressional activity and stock market Ferguson, Michael F. and Witte, Hugh Douglas,
Congress and the Stock Market ( March 13, ). Download This Paper Open PDF in Browser.

Fordham had previously served as Foley's Chief of Staff. Political marketing: How to reach that pot of gold.
Both Reynolds and Boehner say that they notified Hastert; he says he can't recall that and questions whether it
is true. Exit polls showed that a large block of the electorate had voted for Democrats or for third parties
specifically because of personal opposition to or dislike for Bush. Legalizing cannabis , failing in both states
with such referenda for use for unconditional reasons Colorado , Nevada as well as for medical use only South
Dakota Requiring parental notification before an abortion for minors , failing in both states with such
referenda California , Oregon Banning nearly all abortions, including those for victims of rape and incest ,
which failed in South Dakota Instant-runoff voting , which passed in the city of Minneapolis, Minnesota A
referendum to ease restrictions on wine sales in Massachusetts , which failed. The Democratic nominee for the
seat was Tim Mahoney. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. Google Scholar Drake, B. Regulatory statements
concerning the sponsor of the message usually the NRCC allegedly did not come until after the message,
instead of before, as the FCC mandates. The fact that a member of Congress is sending e-mails to a page and
that he can get away with it [shows that] obviously there are problems. The Intrade data suggest that on
election night , Republicans had a 90 percent chance of maintaining their majority in the House and a 40
percent chance of gaining a majority in the Senate. As a result, its chairman has said it will focus on the
"conduct of House members, officers and staff related to information concerning improper conduct involving
members and current and former pages". Regarding market segmentation, many campaigns are not targeting
particular groups in adopting social media, but focus on young voters when they do. Newman, Ed. To quantify
the economic effects of party majorities in Congress, the researchers paired prediction market data from
intrade. Kolbe said that, through his staff, he passed the complaint on to Trandahl and to Foley's office. A
subsequent SurveyUSA poll taken a week after the first poll show Davis now leading , [2] outside of either
poll's margin of error. Boehner initially said that he informed Hastert, and that Hastert assured him "we're
taking care of it. The Times revisited their investigation "more than once", ultimately choosing not to break
the story. Indeed, the congress had been in session much less than previous ones had [33] including those
under Republican control , and numerous public opinion polls showed that large majorities believed that the
congress had accomplished less than normal. Citizens reported receiving calls several times an hour and as late
as AM, and many held the mistaken belief that the calls were from Democratic campaigns. Again, a change in
the majority party in Congress had smaller effects on these prices than earlier or later changes in the party
controlling the White House. The internet and campaign  Social networks in political campaigns: Facebook
and congressional elections  Kildee said that he was "very upset" that he had not been informed of the e-mails.
He said, "I should have been told. The outcome for the House was so close to expectations that there was no
useful election-night variation in the contract to analyze. The Washington Post reported that Kolbe confronted
Foley about the messages. Boehner added that Hastert replied that the complaint "had been taken care of", and
confirmed his account under oath before the House Ethics Committee. He said that his source "was not
working in concert with the national Democratic Party" but was "genuinely disgusted" by Foley's behavior.
New York: Oxford University Press. Throughout the tally, these probabilities increased as Republicans won
majorities in both houses. Florida Representative Mark Foley , who ironically headed the House Caucus on
Missing and Exploited Children , was found to have been making sexually lewd and highly inappropriate
contacts online with male congressional pages, and it was soon found that members of the Republican
leadership knew in some capacity of Foley's advances, yet took little action.


